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The University rf Dayton 
IT'S ELEMENTARY: PEOPLE STILL LIKE 
SHERLOCK HOLMES, SAYS UD SCHOLAR 
News Release 
Dec. 19, 1990 
Contact: Dick Kubik 
DAYTON, Ohio -- Despite "lip service" to men like Alan Alda 
and Phil Donahue, a University of Dayton scholar thinks most 
people today really admire stronger men--like Sherlock Holmes. 
Eugene R. August, who teaches Victorian literature, made his 
observation on the eve of Holmes' birthday, observed each Jan. 6. 
"I believe both men and women admire a person like Holmes 
more than they are ready to admit," says August. 
Such is the appeal of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's fictional 
super sleuth that people still write to him at his London 
address, 221B Baker street, asking for advice and assistance. 
"I believe an insurance firm occupies the site," says 
August, "and letters arriving there addressed to Holmes are 
faithfully answered by the firm's employees." 
This past semester, August and his students read one of the 
Holmes stories, "A Scandal in Bohemia," and viewed the British TV 
version. 
"The students are stunned to discover what an oddball Holmes 
is,'' says August. "They are surprised when they learn how aloof 
and elusive he could be. They expect more of a friendly puppy-
dog type, like Columbo. Holmes wasn't like that at all. 
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Sherlock Holmes: page 2 
"Holmes, who is very intelligent and who displays an extreme 
lack of emotion and warmth, can be a disturbing enigma to 
students. He's like Professor Henry Higgins of 'My Fair Lady' 
fame." 
According to August, Jan. 6, 1854, is the date researchers 
have agreed upon for Holmes' birth. 
"The story goes that Holmes was born on that date at the 
farmstead of Mycroft, in the North Riding of Yorkshire. It's a 
date revered by all Holmes' fans," he says. 
August, who read his first Sherlock Holmes story while in 
grade school, admits that "I won't exactly celebrate Holmes' 
birthday on Jan. 6, but I probably will give him a sentimental 
thought or two." 
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For media interviews, contact Eugene August, professor of 
English, at (513) 229-3428 or (513) 299-5917. 
